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Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems have revolutionized many industries, and their recent 

implementation in the healthcare field has the potential to transform many aspects of medicine. 

A branch of computer science, AI is concerned with creating machines capable of executing 

tasks requiring human-level intelligence (Basu et al., 2020). AI systems can take in large 

amounts of data, employ mathematical algorithms that gather information from that data, and 

then the information that is collected generates an output that can help solve a problem, such as 

diagnosing cancer within radiological images (Basu et al., 2020). These systems have the 

potential to significantly improve patient diagnostics, drug discovery, and the personalization of 

treatments with greater accuracy and efficiency (Pietyra, 2022). One of the most promising areas 

of innovation is the implementation of AI systems in medical imaging for disease diagnostics.  

 Machine learning (ML) systems, a specific type of AI, are used for imaging processing 

and interpretation for medical imaging. These ML systems are especially useful in radiology 

because they can take in MRI and CT scans and act as a diagnostic tool through image 

recognition (Pesapane et al., 2018). Additionally, many studies have shown that these systems 

also have the potential to be equal to or even more efficient in disease diagnostics than 

experienced physicians. For example, one study showed that 7 of the 32 ML systems were able 

to diagnose lymph metastasis in women with breast cancer more accurately than the 11 

experienced physicians (Ehteshami Bejnordi et al., 2017). 

 Although AI systems provide many benefits for medicine, some limitations need to be 

considered when understanding the extent to which AI systems can potentially transform the 

healthcare field. A specific limitation is that the creation of well-performing AI models is based 

on the availability of high-quality data. This type of data is needed because the AI systems are 

trained on a portion of the collected data, also called a training set data (Basu et al., 2020). If this 
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data is biased, such as if it over-represents a particular race, gender, or age group, then the 

trained model will be biased. This overrepresentation of different groups would then lead to 

biased outputs that could affect whether a machine can detect specific diseases within the image 

(Basu et al., 2020). In order to prevent bias, the data collected and trained on must represent the 

demographics population for which it is being used. Additionally, AI systems are known to be 

"black-boxes" because of the complexity of the algorithms used to produce outputs. This 

complexity makes it hard for its users to identify patterns of inaccurate predictions or biases that 

are present until it is continuously observed (Codeacademy Team, 2023). With these limitations 

in mind, it is critical to understand how AI systems have altered the rights and responsibilities of 

physicians who rely on the systems to understand their impact on the medical field. 

ML Systems for Clinical Use 

Machine learning systems are an application of artificial intelligence where machines 

take in data and learn information that would be difficult for humans. ML incorporates 

computational models and algorithms that change over time as the system gets exposed to more 

data, allowing minimal human interference in the process (Burnham, 2020). The most complex 

form of machine learning involves deep learning, which consists of neural networks that attempt 

to mimic the human brain by the way it takes in data, allowing the system to learn from data 

without being explicitly programmed (Pesapane et al., 2018). The complexity of deep learning 

arises from the fact that this form of machine learning consists of layered algorithms that can 

take in and process unstructured data, such as text and images. These layered algorithms allow 

deep learning systems to adjust and fit themselves for accuracy, allowing the system to make 

predictions about a new image with increased precision (IBM, 2022). The ability of deep 

learning AI systems to learn about and make predictions of an image has allowed these 
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technologies to be used as image recognition systems in many fields, specifically in the 

healthcare field for disease diagnostics (Awati, 2022).  

This specific form of artificial intelligence is increasingly being applied in the healthcare 

field because of its ability to detect features in imaging data that exceed what humans, 

specifically physicians, can view (Davenport & Kalakota, 2019). These ML image recognition 

systems can recognize and classify patterns from imaging modalities such as X-rays, MRIs, and 

CTs. This classification is helpful for disease diagnostics because the images produced from the 

imaging modalities allow for the visualization of internal body structures, allowing the image 

recognition model to screen for illnesses (Zhang & Sejdić, 2019). ML image recognition systems 

can screen for illnesses because the algorithms are trained on an image dataset to extract specific 

features that allow them to then extract the same features from the image inputs (Huang et al., 

2022). This ability to screen for illnesses is very beneficial because it allows for the early 

detection of diseases that are sometimes not visible to the physician in a scan, allowing the 

patient to be correctly diagnosed and treated earlier (Kumar et al., 2022). One of the primary 

uses of ML image recognition systems is for working in clinical decision support (CDS). CDS 

encompasses systems that can help to diagnose or treat human disease by automating clinical 

tasks that are normally done by physicians (Lyell et al., 2021). When working in CDS, ML 

systems can fall under assistive or autonomous support for physicians. Assistive systems can 

take measurements and act as a second opinion to help physicians make decisions. This support 

type is different from autonomous systems, which are capable of providing clinical and treatment 

options that will directly impact the patient (Clark, 2018). Image recognition systems that have 

been approved by the FDA and are starting to be implemented in the healthcare field encompass 

both of these support types. 
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Technological Citizenship and AI 

The framework of technological citizenship will be used to evaluate the sociotechnical 

relationship between image recognition systems and their impact on physicians. This framework 

provides a way to analyze how technology can influence the rights and obligations of citizens 

within a democracy (Andrews, 2006). The rights of citizens are defined as the rights of access to 

knowledge, informed consent, and reasonable levels of risk exposure. Additionally, the duties of 

citizens include achieving technological literacy and protecting the civic good. In order to 

understand the impact of the implementation of image recognition systems, the rights and duties 

of physicians influenced by this technology must be analyzed. This focus is necessary because 

there currently needs to be more access to knowledge regarding the demographics of datasets 

used for algorithm training for ML image recognition systems. Companies that train the 

algorithms do not always report detailed information on the datasets that are used, which limits 

the ability of physicians to evaluate how well the technology will perform on their patients 

(PEW, 2021). This lack of transparency of the datasets may lead physicians to trust the results 

implicitly without questioning whether the results could be biased. Without knowing the 

demographics of the datasets, it is possible that the ML image recognition systems were trained 

on a dataset that overrepresents a specific gender, age, or racial group. This overrepresentation 

would lead to the image recognition system performing better on the patient scans within the 

overrepresented group and poorly on patients that fall within underrepresented groups. If the 

physician cannot access the training dataset information, it impacts the physician's ability to give 

informed consent. This impact of informed consent is because informed consent requires a 

complete understanding of the possible risks and consequences (Informed Consent, 2022). 

Suppose the companies producing the image recognition system do not provide information 
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regarding the dataset. In that case, the physician is unable to know the risks of using the machine 

on scans of their patients that fall into different demographic groups.  

Additionally, due to its "black-box" nature, the algorithm's complexity has impacted 

physicians' abilities to achieve technological literacy. This complexity makes it difficult to 

determine how exactly the machine produced the output that it did using the data, making it even 

harder for physicians to detect unwanted behaviors, such as biased outputs (Rahman & Scali, 

2022). Deep learning systems used for image recognition of diseases rely on interconnected 

nodes in a layered structure that work together to produce an output for a given input. This 

artificial neural network is difficult to understand because each layer requires a specific threshold 

to be surpassed before proceeding to another layer for further calculations (Savage, 2022). The 

specific thresholds and layers are unknown since the deep learning network is able to derive 

features from image inputs itself and then determine the relevant features that it will analyze and 

use for differentiation (AWS, 2023). Since the deep learning network learns independently, it is 

difficult for physicians to understand what decisions go into classifying whether a specific 

disease is present in the image the AI system is scanning. Without this transparency in the 

algorithm being used, or the mathematical calculations being performed in the AI system, the 

ability to achieve technological literacy is hindered. Technological literacy requires the user to 

understand what the technology is and how it works. Physicians' ability to achieve technological 

literacy is impacted without understanding how the image recognition systems can diagnose 

diseases (ITEEA, 2023). This lack of understanding can greatly impact not only the physicians 

who use these AI systems, but also the patients who are having their scans analyzed. By utilizing 

this framework, the impact of image recognition systems can be analyzed through the assessment 

of the system's influence on the rights and duties of physicians. 
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Research Question and Methods 

The research question that is the focus of this research is: how have ML image 

recognition systems affected the rights and duties of physicians in the U.S. when diagnosing 

patients? This understanding is essential for physicians who rely on this technology for disease 

diagnostics because the technology's results will ultimately affect their patient's treatment. 

Therefore, analyzing how this technology impacts physicians is necessary to ensure that the 

patients receive the most effective treatment possible. 

The methods utilized to investigate the research question included document analysis of 

current image recognition systems that have received FDA approval. A repository of all 521 

FDA-approved AI/ML-enabled medical devices currently marketed in the U.S. was used to 

identify the image recognition systems being implemented in the healthcare field (FDA, 2022). 

Each device in the repository was analyzed to see whether it met the criteria of being an ML-

enabled device for disease diagnosis via image recognition. Using the device's submission 

number to find the device's FDA Indications for Use report and 510(k) Premarket Notification, 

information within these documents was used to determine whether the technology met the 

criteria. If all three criteria points: ML device, image recognition, and disease diagnostic, could 

not be determined using those two documents, then the device's company webpage was analyzed 

for further information. After all 521 devices were analyzed, the devices that met the criteria 

were placed in a separate list, and four were selected for further analysis. 

         For each device selected, industry reports, diagnostic training manuals, or clinical studies 

were searched. Keyword searches were conducted across PubMed, Web of Science (WoS), and 

Google searches to find relevant articles and other studies. These databases and search engines 
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were used to provide the necessary documents to perform analyses that provided insight into how 

ML systems impact physicians' ability to give informed consent and achieve technological 

literacy. 

Information regarding the ML system's training dataset's demographics for each device 

was compiled to illustrate whether the data was accessible by users and if it was representative of 

the patient population. The patient population was determined by finding the relevant 

demographic statistics for the disease the device was diagnosing. A table was used to provide the 

relevant demographics, including age, sex, and race, of the dataset to determine if any bias was 

present through the overrepresentation of certain groups by comparing them to the patient 

population. This information also provided insight into what type of dataset demographics 

devices train on that are approved by the FDA and whether this information was easily provided 

to users, which is needed by physicians who use the devices to ensure informed consent. 

Document analysis also provided insight into how the black-box algorithm for each device was 

presented to its users. This was done by determining whether or not enough information about 

the algorithm's process was presented for the user to achieve technological literacy. Looking at 

the training manuals, clinical studies, and FDA-approval reports also allowed for the 

identification of relevant trends seen in medical devices that ultimately receive FDA approval. 

Results 

The use of ML image recognition systems for disease diagnostics has impacted the rights 

and duties of physicians because of the lack of transparency by companies creating the 

technology. Without companies providing information regarding the algorithms used and the 

dataset their image recognition technology was trained on, this has prevented physicians from 
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achieving technological literacy and hindered their ability to give informed consent. Although 

these systems have grown in the healthcare field, specific information about the technology, 

including clinical studies used to prove their effectiveness and manuals describing the algorithm 

processes, are still not readily available. For the clinical studies that were found, key pieces of 

the dataset's demographic information, such as race, were not reported. Additionally, manuals 

that included information about aspects of the algorithm processes were presented with language 

that would be difficult to understand if the reader was unfamiliar with the subject. Although all 

of the technologies analyzed underwent FDA approval, making either clinical studies or manuals 

readily available is optional. The findings of this research indicate a universal lack of 

transparency for clinically-used image recognition systems that impact the physicians who use 

them. 

Clinical Studies 

 In order to receive FDA approval, many of the technologies underwent clinical studies to 

prove their effectiveness in diagnosing diseases. However, most of the studies used to prove the 

technology's effectiveness are not readily available nor required to be publicly available by the 

FDA. After performing many Google searches and going through multiple company websites, a 

clinical study with dataset demographics for each technology was found. All studies provided 

demographic information regarding the age and sex of the patient population, but none of them 

indicated any information regarding the racial makeup of the dataset (see Table 1). 
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Table 1: Demographics of Algorithm Dataset (Faiella et al., 2022; Jones et al., 2020; Kim et al., 

2020b; Sim et al., 2020)  

Technology Diagnosis      Age (yrs) Sex Race 

OsteoDetect Fractures 
Range: 22-90 

Mean: 55 

43% Male 

57% Female N/A 

Quantib Prostate Prostate Cancer 
Range: 52.4-84 

Mean: 66.1 
100% Male N/A 

Auto Lung Nodule 

Detection 
Lung Cancer 

Range: 19-78 

Mean: 52.4  
57% Male 

43% Female 
N/A 

Lunit INSIGHT MMG Breast Cancer 
Range: N/A 

Mean: 53 
100% Female   N/A 

  

The lack of racial demographics is very important for technologies detecting cancers that 

affect racial and ethnic groups disproportionately, such as breast, prostate, and lung cancer (see 

Figure 1). For example, prostate cancer has a higher incidence rate in black non-Hispanic men 

than in white non-Hispanic men. In order to ensure there is no bias in the Quantib Prostate 

algorithm, it would have to be trained on a dataset that closely matched the demographics seen in 

the population of individuals with prostate cancer. However, because that information was not 

reported, it is unknown whether the dataset accurately represents those racial and ethnic groups 

or potentially overrepresents some other groups. This could lead to the algorithm being able to 

detect prostate cancer better in patients who are overrepresented in the study compared to ones 

that are not.  
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Figure 1: Demographics of incident rates (per 100,000 individuals) of prostate, breast, and lung 

cancer in the United States (Elflein, 2023; Ellington, 2022; Schabath et al., 2016) 
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These findings suggest that the lack of transparency in providing racial demographics of 

the datasets can significantly impact the physician’s ability to give informed consent when using 

the technology on their patients. Since physicians cannot access knowledge that will allow them 

to know whether the technology is biased, they cannot give informed consent because of the 

concern about the efficacy of the technology on patients of specific racial groups.  

Algorithm Manuals 

 Two of the four technologies, Lunit INSIGHT MMG and OsteoDetect, were the only 

technologies analyzed that gave public access to manuals that provided information regarding 

their respective algorithm processes. However, access to these manuals involved many visits to 

news articles and company websites, eventually leading to appendices in documents that 

provided this information. Quotes of the information presented in the AI algorithm manuals were 

placed in a readability calculator to determine whether technological literacy was achievable for 

its users (WordCalc, 2020). The Gunning Fog Index (FOG) value was calculated for each quote, 

and the index value that resulted estimated the years of formal education required to understand 

the text. Technological literacy would be achievable if the information presented had a reading 

level of 7th grade, which is a FOG value of 8 (Readable, 2011). For the information provided in 

the Lunit INSIGHT MMG manual, the following quote was placed in a readability calculator: 

“The algorithm was trained in a semi-supervised manner in terms of existence of pixel-

level labels, since only a portion of the exams were annotated. Training procedure consists of 

two sequential stages: patch-level training from scratch (stage-1), followed by image-level fine-

tuning (stage-2)” (Kim et al., 2020a) 
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 This quote received a FOG value of 18.8, indicating that achieving technological literacy 

would be difficult because this text requires a graduate level of understanding. A similar value 

indicating graduate-level education was needed to understand the text was also seen for 

information provided in the OsteoDetect manual. For example, the following quote in the 

OsteoDetect manual had a FOG value of 19: 

“Upon receiving a DICOM object, the Input DICOM File Processing & Filtering 

component applies a number of filtering rules based on image characteristics and DICOM tags 

(age, modality, anatomy, contrast) to ensure that only eligible images are analyzed by the 

algorithm.” (FDA, 2018) 

 In both these examples, the information about the algorithm processes for both 

technologies were written in a way where the reader could have difficulty understanding what 

the text was describing. Although physicians undergo a formal education that could be more than 

18 years, it would be incorrect to assume that they would fully understand what the manual was 

describing since their later years of formal education are more medically based. This suggests 

that companies are not focused on ensuring that their users can achieve technological literacy 

when using their devices because they do not present their information in a way that can be 

easily understandable to the public. 

Trends within FDA-Approved Technologies 

Based on the document analyses performed, all image recognition technologies must 

provide the FDA with information, such as a 510(k) Premarket Notification, to prove that their 

device effectively detects diseases in patient scans. Although the FDA publicly posts its approval 

for the technologies, it does not give the public any information they use to base their decision. 
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For example, in the FDA news release of its approval for OsteoDetect, the FDA mentions that 

the study of 1,000 radiograph images submitted to assess its performance “demonstrated that the 

readers’ performance in detecting wrist fractures was improved using the software…when aided 

by OsteoDetect” (FDA, 2020). However, that news release contained no information about the 

study, and further searches for that study on databases and Google produced no results. This 

trend, as seen with other image recognition technologies, suggests that the FDA does not 

mandate information about the technologies to be provided by the companies. This ultimately 

shows that there is an accepted lack of transparency in the FDA approval process which can 

negatively impact the individuals who use these FDA-approved technologies. Physicians who 

use these FDA-approved technologies have the potential of using a device that does not have 

easily accessible training manuals or clinical studies, which hinders the physician from fulfilling 

their duty to ensure the best patient care since they wouldn’t know exactly how these FDA-

approved devices work. 

Discussion 

The lack of transparency from the image recognition systems has negatively impacted the 

physicians who use it from achieving technological literacy and giving informed consent. 

Furthermore, these findings can provide insight into how different social groups and society may 

give meaning to these technologies. The results from the analysis of the clinical studies provided 

for each technology showed that there could be biases present in the algorithm that could affect 

how it works on different groups of people. Using the framework of Technological Citizenship, 

these biases could affect the results which could lead to the technology not satisfying the needs 

of either the patient or the physician. 
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 Limitations to this research involve a potential human error in the selection process for 

the AI systems that fit the criteria for image recognition systems. It is possible that some of the 

technologies on the list of FDA-approved AI/ML-enabled medical devices fit the criteria and 

were missed. The selection process involved analyzing many documents and web pages which 

may have led to missed keywords that would have shown that the technology met all criteria but 

resulted in them being excluded from the list. Another limitation occurred during the data 

compilation for the image recognition systems because most of the documents that resulted from 

the keyword searches did not provide information about their algorithm processes. Variations of 

the keywords were searched, but this lack of data did not allow for the analysis of the description 

of the algorithm process for two of the technologies. 

Future studies on these image recognition systems' impact in the healthcare field could be 

further elevated by analyzing more than four image recognition systems. This could provide 

more data to support conclusions about the common lack of transparency present. Additionally, 

testimonies from physicians who use these systems could be helpful when analyzing how those 

technologies have personally impacted them. This information is not readily available on the 

internet, so providing those testimonies will provide further evidence to the claim that these 

technologies are affecting their rights and duties. 

Analyzing the social and human dimensions of technology is necessary for all engineers 

since the technologies that we create and work with have the potential to impact our society and 

the people in it. This research will advance my engineering practice by understanding the 

importance of being aware of the social ramifications of the technologies I am creating. In 

biomedical engineering, this is really important because this understanding will help me elicit 

empathy and compassion when coming up with technological solutions that address different 
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medical problems. This research will also increase my awareness of actions in the technological 

design process that can later lead to bias being embedded in the technology and the importance 

of transparency.  

Conclusion  

Analyzing the image recognition system's impact on its users when used in a clinical 

setting can inform others starting to implement these systems in their workplace. As the use of 

AI technologies in the healthcare field continues to grow, it is necessary to understand this 

technology's limitations and the need for greater transparency within these systems. Without this 

transparency, it can lead to bias being embedded in these systems and perpetuated without 

realization. Physicians who use these technologies must be able to understand how these 

technologies work in order to ensure that the results are benefiting and not hurting their patients. 

In order to work towards a solution that helps to solve this problem of transparency, it is critical 

to consider the effects these systems have on various social groups and society. Understanding 

how the rights and duties of physicians are being impacted by these technological systems can 

help others to understand how these technologies have the power to change the healthcare field 

and the people in it. This knowledge will encourage others to push for more transparency in 

these systems across all fields, helping to decrease the potential of biases in these systems. 

Ultimately, this research can increase awareness of the effects of implementing these specific 

artificial intelligence systems and increase support for better education and transparency for its 

users. 
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